This paper develops fast algorithms for construction of circulant modulated rate process to match with two primary traffic statistical functions: distribution f(z) and autocorrelation R(T) of the rate process. Using existing modeling techniques, f(z) has to be limited to certain forms such as Gaussian or binomial; R(T) can only consist of one or two exponential terms which are often real exponentials rather than complex. In reality, these two functions are collective from real traffic traces and generally expressed in much complicated form. Our emphasis here is placed on the algorithmic design for matching complicated R(T) in traffic modeling. The typical CPU time for the traffic modeling with R ( T ) consisting of five or six complex exponential terms is found in the range of a few minutes by the proposed algorithms. Our study further shows an excellent agreement between original traffic traces and sequences generated by the matched analytical model.
Introduction
Many studies indicate the importance of high burstiness and strong correlation nature of multimedia traffic to network control and resource management design (e.g., [l, 2,3] ). Such traffic dynamics in statistical measurement are mainly captured by the collective rate distribution function f(z) and autocorrelation function R(T). Real traffic measurement shows that both f(z) and R(T) are generally expressed in complicated form. The central task of measurement-based traffic modeling is to develop algorithms for construction of random process models, whose statistics match with the collective f(z) and R(T). This is difficult especially if the models should fit into feasible analytical queueing solutions for network performance evaluation.
Most queueing analyses have used two-state Markov chain modulated process as a basic element for construction of multimedia traffic. Using this modeling technique, R(T) has to *The research reported here was supported by NSF under grant NCR-9314387, Southwestern Bell, and by Texas Advanced Research Program under grant TARP-33. be in the form c k $ h e X k r with real $k and real &; f(z) is limited to a convolved binomial function [4] . They are certainly insufficient to capture the diversed traffic correlation and burstiness behavior, especially the strong pseudoperiodic nature as found in MPEG video traces and feedbackcontrolled ABR traffic. In [5, 61, La and h a n g proposed a structure of circulant modulated Poisson process (CMPP), whose R(T) has the form E, $,+eXkr with real $h but complex Ah and whose cumulative function F ( z ) = soz f(u)du is expressed as a piece-wise step function. It is obvious that the sum of complex exponentials represent a much wider class of correlation functions than the sum of real exponentials.
One may question the validity of using circulant for traffic modeling. A comprehensive, blind numerical study in [6] compared queueing/loss-rate solutions between vastly different circulant and Markov chain, both of which are designed fail to apply. In this paper we develop a heuristic algorithm by taking the combination of the Prony algorithm with the non-negative least squares (NNLS) method. The algorithm is found fast and robust by comprehansive numerical studies. The second step is the formation of a circulant transition rate matrix whose eigenvalues must contain all the Ab's of R(r), which is originally an inverse eigenvalue problem but transformed to an index search problem in [SI. The ad hoc approach used in [6] is based on random search of entire index space, which is rather slow and practically unusable when R(T) contains more than three exponential terms (i.e., three Ab's). The major contribution of this paper is the development of a fast index search algorithm for increased number of Ah's. For instance, the average CPU time on a Sun workstation for construction of circulant by this algorithm takes about 30 seconds for five Ah's and 3 minutes for eight Ab's in R(T). In contrast, the random search algorithm could take days or monthes for the construction. The third step of the construction is the design of input rate vector for CMPP to optimally match a collective rate distribution F ( z ) , which is formulated as a minimization problem and effectively solved by the Nelder-Meade simplex search method in [6] .
Finding fast and practically useful algorithms for measurement-based construction of traffic model is of paramount importance to network performance evaluation. In most of our numerical examples, the total CPU time of the three steps is typically in the range of a few minutes, which makes this traffic modeling technique readily attractive to field traffic engineers. In practice, one can develop a source library from collected representative traces of multimedia sources, each of which is described by its own f(z) and R(r). One can then build a matched CMPP for each individual source. For the modeling of aggregate traffic at a multiplexer, one can simply take the convolution of individual f(z)'s and R(r)'s to form the aggregate f(z) and R(r) and then build a single CMPP. Such CMPP's can be used either for network performance analysis, or as traffic generator to load the real network for testing. Note that traffic generator is a critical component for network testing. A few traffic generator equipments available to date are practically not useful without measurement-based traffic modeling.
Other than using the superposition of two-state Markov chains, a few works are available for measurement-based traffic modeling to match with collective R ( r ) and f(z). In [13], a multi-state Markov chain is constructed to model a MPEG video, but its correlation function still contains a single real exponential as a two-state Markov chain. In [14], Jagerman and Melamed proposed a measurement-based modeling technique called transform expand sample (TES), which is mainly suitable for computer simulation. In most TES examples [15] , R ( r ) only consists of one or two exponentials. Recent traffic measurement 11, 21 also identifies the significance of long range dependencies, which are described by the correlation behavior in large time scales (or, equivalently by the dominant power spectrum in low-frequency band). The study in [4, 171 indicates that a finite-buffer queueing system is noneffective for transport of low-frequency traffic subject to negligible loss rate. That is, the link bandwidth should be at least equal to the peak rate of low-frequency traffic whose flow stays intact through the queueing system. In this paper we focus on the traffic whose correlation function can be approximated by the sum of complex exponentials.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the background knowledge of the algorithmic design for CMPP construction. Section 3 describes a heuristic fast algorithm for the identification of Ak's and &'s to match with a given correlation sequence. Section 4, which is the major part of this paper, develops a fast index search algorithm for the construction of a circulant transition rate matrix whose eigenvalues contain all the Ab's. Section 5 provides modeling examples based on real traffic traces to show the potential of the algorithm.
Background
Our objective here is the construction of a CMPP to statistically match with a stationary random arrival point process a ( t ) . Denote the rate autocorrelation function and steadystate cumulative rate distribution of u ( t ) by R ( r ) and F ( z ) and that of CMPP by R,(r) and Fc(z), where the subscript c indicates the function of CMPP model. The algorithmic design is to achieve
F,(Z) = F ( z ) .
In reality, R ( r ) is either expressed analytically or described by a correlation sequence collective from real traffic trace. For CMPP, R,(r) must be represented by where M is the order of R,(T). The first step of our design is the identification of and $ t o match the original R ( r ) , i.e., (2) which will be addressed in Section 3. The next step is the construction of a circulant transition rate matrix Q . Denote the first row of Q by vector 
F is a Fourier matrix with its (i,j)-th element given by L e -% -.
We have F-' = F* where F* is the conjugate The construction of a' from X is therefore transformed into an indexzearch problem, which is to find an m-dimension index of X within the N-dimension index space of A, for so- The steady-state probability of each state in circulant is equally likely, i.e., T I = h , V l . Thus, Fc(z) for CMPP is only dependent on 7, which is a piecewise multi-step function and jumps by h at each individual value of z E in ascending order, expressed by which was effectively solved in [6] using the Nelder-Meade simplex search method. The total computation time in this step is typically in the range of a few seconds on a workstation. This paper focuses on the algorithmic design of the first two steps.
Matching Correlation Function
This secticn developes a heuristic fast algorithm for identification of X and $ in correlation function matching. The traffic statistics in real measurement are often collective in the discrete time domain using computer and digital signal processing technologies. Without loss of generality, the original correlation function R(r) can be expressed in the discrete time domain by a correlation sequence
Similarly, one can replace R,(r) in (1) by R,(n)
For the matching in the discrete domain, one can rewrite as M where 11.11 is the Euclidian norm. This is a nonlinear least square (NLS) problem with constraints, i.e., a nonlinear programming problem, which is generally very difficult to solve since no efficient algorithms are available to date. The generic nonlinear programming techniques cannot be applied here due to its high time complexity and inability to locate the globe optimal solution. In the signal processing and detection field, a variety of techniques were developed to solve the NLS problem of the sinusoidal type without constraint. They are classified into direct and indirect approaches (refer to [20] for details). The direct one involves a multidimensional search of x' , 4 and M for the minimization of E. Although the constraint can be easily incorporated, the direct approach suffers from its ex_tremely high time complexity. The indirect one extracts A, $I and M as accurately as possible without explicit attempt to minimizing E. The standard methods such as Prony, MUSIC and ESPRIT are examples of the indirect approach. In contrast to the direct approach, the indirect approach is computationally much more efficient but at the cost of suboptimal. Yet, none of these indizect methods can be applied here because of the constraint I I , 2 0.
Here we propose a heuristic algorithm which is composed of three steps. In the first step, we simply use the standard Prony method [20] to identify an intermediate solution In the second step, the inter_mediat_e solution vector X;,t is much ezpanded to Xezp with X i n t c Xeop. The extra eigenvalues in XeZq are generated through interpolation of the eigenvalues in X; , t .
It is based 0 : the intuition that the eigenvalues of the coiistraint solution X are likely in the neighborhood of the eigenvalues of the nonconstraint solution AilLt. In other words, the correlation function captured by ( X ; , t , dint), is This is achieved by the well known non-negative least squares (NNLS) method [20] . Note that most power elements in $e,p Till be zero since the order of the correlation function ( A e z p ,
should not be significantly greater that the order of the correlation function (x'i,t, $;nt). Finally, the p_ower vector $ consists of_the nonzero power elements of the eigenvalue vector X consists of tho5e eigenvalues in Xemp, whose corresponding power element in are nonzero. Note that if the original solution (x';,t,&) by the Prony method already satisifies the real nonnegative constraint, both expansion and minimization processes in steps 2 and 3 will not change the solution.
Two examples are taken to demonstrate the effectiveness of the heuristic algorithm. Note that the correlation function in the time domain is equivalently characterized by the power spectrum in the frequency domain. Taking the Fourier transform of &(T) in (l), the power spectrum is expressed -, bY where each eigenvalue contributes a bell component. Each bell is described by its central frequency Im(X1) and half power bandwidth -2Re(Xl) with average power $1. Every pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues then contributes two bells which are symmetric at the central frequency fIm{Xl} Since lower frequency power has much more impact on the queueing performance than higher frequency power [5], it is more convenient to use the power spectrum than the correlation function for the second-order input statistical measurement. This is true especially since we are interested in the power spectral matching in the low-frequency region.
For simplicity, in the following two examples we assume tgat th? original correlation sequence is exactly described by (Xint,$int) as the Prony method would get. In the first example, we describe the original power spectrum at M = 12
shown in Fig. la . Here we have purposely chosen complex $ for the original function with six pairs of complex conj_ugate eigenvalues. After the linzar interpolation, the given Xint at M = 12 is expanded to X e Z p at M = 40. Using the NNLS method for minimization, we then identify the following matched two vectors, 57&5.13i, -1.16f2.18i, -2 Notice that with respect to each pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues, the two real positive power elements are identical and therefore only one of+them is included in the definition of 6. It is obvious that X cannot exactly match with X; , t because of the constraints. Yet, as one can see, the first three pairs of eigenvalue3in X are very close to the first three pairs of eigenvalues in Xint. This explains why the conctructed power spectral curve closely matches with the original one as shown in Fig. la .
In the second example shown in Fig. l b , we choose the following original power spectrum at M = 10,
An expansion set X e Z p at M = 6, O is first generated by linear interpolation from the given set X at A4 = 10. The-minimization process then identifies 19 nonzero y5 pairs in many of which have very small values (representing negligible energy of the corresponding bell components in P ( w ) ) . Based on $ e , p , 5 pa@ of complex conjugate eignevalues are then selected from Xezp, each of which contributes more than 5% of the total energy, given by Again, the first three pairs of the eig_envalues in x' is basically identical to ?he fizst three p$rz in Xin*. The two correlation functions, ( X i n t , $;,t) and (A, $) are compared in Fig. l b . The CPU time for the matching in both cases is about 3 seconds on a workstation. In Section 5, we shall use this heuristic algorithm to match the power spectrum of various real traffic traces. ... elements of ?,, it must also be a feasible solution of (11) with its last two equations removed. Yet , removing the two last equations in (11) is equivalent to formulating the index search problem of order n -1, whose solutions are d$noted by ;,,-I E which contradicts to the assumption in-l #
The relation simply states that for any l , E I;, we must
Hence, starting at n = 1 we get I; with zi = [ill. The s_olutio_n 1; can then be obtained by the search of index iz in = [il, iz] for i l E I:. In general, the solution I', is o_btained by the search of index a, in zn = [in-l,in] for every i,-1 E IL-1.
Since we are interested in just getting one feasible solution in I',, the ISA is best implemented by tree search. Initially, The search starts at the root to follow a certain path to climb up the tree. Before reaching a final solution on &vel m, if no i, is identified at level n on a given branch : , -I of level n -1, it will go back to select another branch i,-i for continuation of identification of in on level n. Once such an i, is identified, which creates a branch ln on the next level n, the next search process will start for identification 
On Reduction of Number of Searches
In the tree search,_I',+l tetds to be sm_all if 1; is small, Vn. This is because in+l = [in,in+l] for i,+i E IL+l and l , , 6 I:. That is, the constructionpf is the search of feasible indexes in+l at each given in E 1:. In consequence, the ISA algorithm can be much accelerated if the original sets 1: for small n are to be kept small.
Each timz as n increases, a new eigenvalue will be selected from A. The size of 1: is also dir2ctly associated with the selection of the n-th eigenvalue in A. From , among which the smaller one is always first selected in the tree search as the level n increases. Our study shows that,on averge, a reduction of several orders of magnitude in the number of searches can be reached by the tree search algorithm to find a feasible solution, using the presorting as compared to random selection. Another measure implemented to enhance the chance to find a feasible solution is, as an option, to allow a certain degree of tolerence of error for eigenvalues associated with the bells of power spectrum in the high frequency region. As the feasibility constraints for the N-state Markov chain imply, it is the narrow-band,high frequency bells in power spectrum which restrict the feasibility of the problem.
On Reduction of Computation Time Per
The coyputation time of each search on level n is to solve A(r,)G = b(in) for 2 2 0 in ( l l ) , which grows rapidly with n.
Our design is based on the simplex algorithm, which can be divided into two phases. Phase I is to find a feasible solution; Phase I1 is to locate the optimal solution based on the feasible one. Since we are only interested in getting a feasible solution, Phase I1 and its associated objective function are eliminated. Such modification also removes a whole row in the tableau of the simplex algorithm, reducing the size of problem from N x n to ( N -1) x (n -1).
-Re{X; } -Re{X; } the ratio I,n(Xi,nl
Search
The structure of the ISA is well suited for the so called sensitivity analysis [19] . Recall that the search of in in z' , =
[ln-l,in] on level n is perform_ed at each given ;, -I
E
For in E (1, 2, ..., N -1 } , each i,-1 is applied at most (N4-l) times in the search o_f_i, before the selection of the nexJjn-l.
Further, A(;,).'= b(in) is equivalent to A(;n-I)Z = b ( i n -i )
except with the addition of the last two equations which are associated with a newly selected eigenvalue. Itjmplies that the output tableau of the simplex obtained for in21 on level n -1 can be directly used by the simplex for in on level n, which reduces the time complexity of each search by a factor proportional to n. The following provides the detail formulation which is known as the sensitivity analysis in the linear programming field. Suppose we want to find a feasible solution for the following constrained linear equations
Z> 0. In the sensitivity analysis of (13), assume that we have already found a feasible solution for the first (n-1) equations in (13) and the output of the simplex takes the form: 
2b.l.6
Since j?b has been expressed in terms of zc in (15), the nt h equation can be cast in a form without having Zb in it by substituting the solution for &, which has the following form,
with some constant row vector ii and a constant f . Without loss of generality we assume f 2 0. The problem (13) is then equivalent to solving (15) and (16) simultaneously with nonnegative constraints. To find a feasible solution by simplex, we need to find an initial feasible solution by introducing some artificial variables as well as an auxiliary objective function.
Since (15) is already in a feasible format, all we need to do is to introduce a single artificial variable z for equation (16) and take the auxiliary objective function as the negative of z. Thus, finding a feasible solution for the original problem (13) with n constraint equations is now equivalent to solve for the following linear programming problem,
Subject to (17)
The above approach is generally known as the sensitivity analysis. Notice that only one artificial variable z has been added to the problem, whereas the start-from-scratch simplex (14) requires to add n artificial variables which is obviously undesirable. Further, the initial solution in (17) is very likely close to feasible Z in the sense that there is only one artificial variable z to be swaped to the right hand side of the equations in (17) . The sensitivity analysis requires a much smaller number of swaps than that of the start-from-scratch approach. Given a feasible solution i,-l on level n-1, one can readily apply the above algorithm to (11) for feasible solution ; % on level n. Note that two rows will be added in (11) when the nth eigenvalue is selected. The first row consists of cos coefficients; the second row consists of sin coefficients. The first row is first added and solved by the simplex with sensitivity analysis. If and only if its feasible solution exists, the second row will then be added. When no feasible solution is identified in either case, the search will go back to level n-1. The simplex is modified to creat a new output tableau each time when the simplex is called in such a way that it does not take extra running time while keeping input tableau intact, so that the input tableau can be reused. Our comprehensive case study further indicates that the number of swaps required for n 5 8 and N -100 is on average less than 30, which grows very slowly with n. The sensitivity analysis therefore reduces the time complexity of ISA significantly.
Complexity Issues
The space complexity of the ISA is mainly measured by the memory requirement for the tableaus of the simplex. Table 1 : Average CPU times measured over 100 randomly generated cases at N = 101 megabytes for n 5 8 at N = 101. The space complexity is therefore not a problem for the ISA design. Time complexity is highly dependent on the given eigenvalues and it is difficult to identify the average or worst-case scenarios. Instead of doing theoretical complexity analysis, a comprehensive case study was carried out for complexity measurement. To choose the range of eigenvalues large enough to cover diverse situations, we randomly generated -Re{&, } and Im{Xi,} in the range of [0, 1001 with uniform distribution. In each case, +m distinctive eigenvalues were randomly generated to form X for 2 < m < 9. While keeping N in the range of a few hundred, our study shows that ISA is a powerful and practically useful algorithm for the index search. For instance, the average computation time of ISA at N = 101 and m = 7 is less than two miniutes on a SUN workstation to find a feasible solution, providing the existence of feasible solutions. For cases without feasible solutions, the average computation time is found less than five minutes for the complete search. Such averages were taken over 100 randomly generated cases. Comparatively, the brute force approach would take years on average for complete searches for the same cases. Similarly for 100 randomly generated cases at state space N = 401 and m = 5 , 90 of them found feasible solutions among which 90% finished the search within 5 minutes and 70% within one minute. There are only two cases which found feasible solution with CPU time greater than 20 minutes where the worst case is about 40 minutes. The cases without feasible solution took about an hour on average for complete search where the worst case is about 790 minutes.
To see the trend of CPU times as a function of m, we fixed state space at N = 101 and took 100 randomly generated cases for each m from 3 to 8 and measured the average CPU time per case. For a feasible case we measured the CPU time to find the first feasible solution; for an infeasible case we measured the total CPU time for complete search. The results are listed in Table 1 . As m increases from 3 to 8, which is in the range of our practical interest, the average CPU time grows from 0.027 minute to 5.10 minutes. Note that the possiblity to find a feasible solution for m 2 8 at N = 101 becomes much reduced (less than 10%). For comparison purposes, the ratio of the CPU time at adjacent m is also provided in Table 1 . After reaching the peak at m = 5, the growth rate of the average CPU time declines significantly as m further increases.
Real Traffic Application
The proposed algorithms are applied to match the statistics of a wide spectrum of real traffic traces, ranging from Ethernet data, JPEG video, MPEG video to internet TCP data. We focus on the comparison of sequences generated from the matched CMPP with the original traces. ity of the CMPP matching for queueing analysis was carefully examined in [25] by comparison of analytical queueing solutions of CMPP's to the simulated queuing solutions of original traces. Notice that each matched CMPP can be used as a traffic generator of certain type to load a network for testing and performance evaluation. One can also match the statistics of aggregate traces by a single CMPP which can be used as a traffic generator of aggregate sources. In practice, various traffic generators can be built from a libary, which consists of collective statistics of different traces. They are used not only for analytical modeling, but more importantly for generation of massive traffic flows within a large highspeed network for testing and simulation study. Each traffic generator is simply represented by two vectors a' and 7. In contrast, every real traffic trace can take a huge storage space to generate.
Since low-frequency traffic behavior (or, large time varying scales) has dominant impact on network performance as compared to high-frequency behavior [5], our statistical matching in this study are confined to the low-frequency range w E [O, 101 radian, which corresponds to the range of time scales longer than 0.6 second. In other words, all the traces are pre-filted by moving average operation for getting important low-frequency statistics.
We first take a 6-minute Ethernet data trace from the ftp site: thumper.bellcore.com. The results are displayed in Fig. 2 . The dotted lines in Fig. 2a,b provide the collective power spectrum and rate cumulative distribution of the trace. The power spectrum, found by the proposed heuristic algorithm, consists of five distinctive complex eigenvalues (m = 5). But we cannot find a feasible CMPP for N 5 401 unless with a certain degree of error tolerance as discussed in Section 4.3. Fig. 2 shows such a matched example by a CMPP at N = 401 with 30% error tolerance. While the matching error in power spectrum is relatively significant, its distribution matching is excellent due to the selection of a large N . The dynamics of the two traces in Fig. 2c,d In the second example we take a 2-hour JPEG segment of the movie Star wars from the same ftp site at Bellcore. As one can see, the power spectrum highly concentrates on a low-frequency band, which is identified by four real eigenvalues plus one complex eigenvalue. A CMPP is matched at N = 401 with 0% error tolerance. The corresponding results are plotted in Fig. 3 . Both power spectrum and distribution are matched very well except for a small tail portion of the distribution. This is why the peak rate of the CMPP sequence can only reach 9Mbps whereas the peak rate of the real trace can reach more than 10Mbps. Nevertheless, the CMPP sequence mainly captures the overall feature of the real JPEG trace as found in Fig. 3c,d .
Since the internet traffic constitutes 80% of the existing data traffic worldwide, it would be interesting to model the internet traffic. The data stream we used was gathered at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's wide-area Internet gateway. For a comprehensive account of the TCP traffic traces and its modeling, readers should refer to the paper by V. Paxson and S. Floyd [3] and the references therein. The trace was collected from 2pm to 4pm on Jan. 20, 1994 and there are 1.3M packets collected. A time stamp was recorded for each packet arrived. The data file is lbl-pkt-4.tcp. The first 50,000 packets of the trace are used for our matching, which corresponds to 231.9 second aggregate TCP traffic going through the gateway. We need to convert the time stamp sequence into the packet rate sequence by counting the number of packets arrived in each fixed time slot (0.1 second). The results are presented in Fig. 4 , where the traces are recorded by number of packets per second . There are four distinctive complex eigenvalues in the spectral matching. A feasible matched CMPP is found at N = 301 with 0% error tolerance.
We finally consider the MPEG video traffic whose behavior normally exihibits strong periodic nature due to its periodic IPB frame coding scheme. tenet.berkeley.edu in the public domain. The sharp peaks are generated at the harmonics of frequency w = n/T where T is the period of GOP. The trace is a 90-minute CNN news including commercials with the frame size 320x240 at the frame rate 30 fps. The GOP pattern is IBBPBBPBBPBBPBB and there are 15 frames per GOP. A so-called Futuretel hardware coder is used such that the picture quality is adaptively lowered during a high-action or colorful scene, in order to maintain its target coding rate. Such an adaptive variable encoding scheme is likely to be implemented for MPEG video transmission to comply with the agreement preset in the traffic descriptor during the connection setup in ATM networks. With the variable encoding scheme, the energies contributed by GOP harmonics become much more significant than the energies in the low frequency band contributed by scene changes.
The proposed ISA algrithm is unable to capture the GOP peaks in the video power spectrum as shown in Fig. 5 . This is primarily due to the fundamental limit of Markov chains, whose eigenvalues cannot represent narrow-band high-frequency bells in power spectrum unless with a sufficiently large state space. The difficulty for circulant to capture a narrow-band high-frequency bell has been discussed in Section 4.3 on the subject of eigenvalue presorting.
The periodic burstiness nature of MPEG video has made its effective bandwidth allocation difficult in ATM networks. One possible solution, which currently is under intense study, is to smooth each MPEG video stream before entering the network with its end-to-end delay constraint [24] . Hence, it would be interesting to match the smoothed MPEG traces for network traffic analysis. For example, such a smoothed trace can be generated from the original one by uniformly redistributing the bits of each GOP over its 15 frames, which yields a fixed smoothing delay of half second at the network entry point. The optimal design of video smoothing scheme is beyond the scope of the current paper. One may refer to [23, 241 for further information. The matching results of the smoothed video trace by CMPP with five complex eigenvalues at N = 401 are displayed in Fig. 6 . As one can see, all the peaks of GOP harmonics in Fig. 5 have now been removed upon smoothing; only the power spectrum of low-frequency scene changes remain in Fig. 6 . Note that the low-frequency scene change behavior of video has more significant impact on network delay performance than the relative high-frequency behavior of periodic GOPs [26] .
Conclusion
This paper have developed algorithms to solve two most critical issues in measurement-based traffic modeling with the circulant structure. One is the parametric identification of the autocorrelation function R(T). Because of the real nonnegative constraint 6 > 0, most existing techniques in the related signal processing field fail to apply. We have successfully developed a heuristic algorithm which is found fast and robust by numerical study based on real traces. The second issue is the construction of traffic model to match with complicated R(T), which is originally an inverse eigenvalue problem but transformed to an index search problem for the circulant. Due to the large index space, however, any brute force search method fails to succeed especially if R(T) is in complex form. The proposed fast index search algorithm has reduced the time complexity of the search by many orders of magnitude. For example, the typical CPU time for the 2b.l.9 traffic modeling with R(r) consisting of five or six complex exponential terms is found in the range of a few minutes by the proposed algorithms (which otherwise would take monthes by a brute force method). In real traffic application, our study shows that the sequences generated by the matched analytical model capture the characteristics of the real traffic traces very well.
